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This document is the final report on contract NAS1-16546. The document
covers the system configuration,operation,and alignmentof the Laser Angle
Sensor for the NationalTransonicWind Tunnel.
The Laser Angle Sensor is designed to measure the pitch attitude of a model
in the National Transonic Facility (NTF). The sensor consists of an optical
unit (above the test section), a retroreflectorassembly (on the model), a
thermal control chassis (outside the entrance to the test section), and an
electronicprocessor (in the controlroom).
The operation of the sensor is based on optical interference. The optical
unit projects a set of laser beams onto the model. The retroreflectorassem-
bly generates interferencefringes,where the fringe spacing is a functionof
wavelength. Two laser wavelengths are used to provide an unambiguousphase
difference over a 40 degree model attitude. This allows update of the
absolutepitch attitude followingloss of signal due to nitrogen fog or other
circumstances.
The lower part of the optical unit contains a beam pointing assembly. This
capability is required in order to keep the measurementbeam centered on the
model retroreflectorassembly as the tunnel expands and contractsand as the
model attitudechanges. The range of the pointing assembly is approximately
20 degrees in either directionfrom the verticalaxis.
II. OPTICAL/MECHANICALSSEMBLY
The optical/mechanicalassembly consists of an upper optical unit that con-
tains the helium-neonand gallium arsenide lasers, a temperature controller
for the diode laser,beam combiningand scanningoptics, signal and reference
beam detectors, and buffer amplifiers for driving the cables to the control
room. The upper unit is designed to operate at room temperatureand with one
atmospherepressure. Flowing nitrogen gas is used for cooling when the tun-
nel runs hot. Film heaters on the inner walls are used to heat the unit when
the tunnel is cold. Optical and electrical damage can occur if the environ-
mental conditions are not controlled. Some potential effects are delamina-
tion of the interferencefilters, breakage of the glass windows on the detec-
tors, failure of the electronic components, motor bearing failure, and
decreasedlifetimeof the diode laser.
The lower optical unit contains the beam pointing hardware, the laser beam
collimating optics, the reference reflector (for measuring the exit beam
angle), a small reference mirror (to provide an electricalphase reference),
an oscillatingmirror (for reacquisitionof absolute angle), a muffin fan,
and an exit window. The lower unit has temperature control (via film
heaters),but the pressure is not controlled. Three pressure windows couple
the laser beams between the upper and lower units. Dry nitrogenpurge gas is
introducedat the top of the lower unit and exits through a gap on either
side of the exit window.
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UpperOpticalUnit
Figure 1 is a plan view of the upper optical unit. The He-Ne laser beam
reflects off of a pair of 45 degree mirrors into an anamorphic collimator.
The He-Ne collimator consists of a double convex cylindrical lens to expand
the beam into a fan in the horizontal plane and a plano-convexcylindrical
lens to recollimatethe fan beam. The collimator produces a beam that is
approximately25 _ wide and 2 mm high. The beam can be rotated by rotating
the lens assembly. The collimationadjustment is made by sliding the small
cylindricallens mount in and out. Rotation of the small lens mount aligns
the transverseaxes of the two cylindricallenses.
The diode laser is mounted on a heat sink supported by a pair of thermo-
electric heater/coolers. The heat sink temperatureis controlledby varying
the magnitude and direction of the electrical current through the thermo-
electric elements. The current through the diode laser is controlledto pre-
vent excess heating of the output facets. The control electronics also
includes provision to prevent damage to the laser during the turn-on
transient.
The diode laser collimator is a 2-element system designed to minimize
spherical aberration. A cylinder lens at the output end increases the
length/width ratio of the beam to increase the optical efficiency. Beam
collimation is adjusted by moving the laser assembly fore and aft in the
mount. The height is adjusted by rotating the knurled knob at the diode
laser end. Rotation of the other end rotates the laser itself. (Note that
the two knurled elements do not have coincident axis. The eccentricityis
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Figure 1: Upper Optical Unit
used for the height adjustment). Lateral adjustment by sliding the mount
sideways is done after settingthe proper height.
The two laser beams are combined with a dichroic filter that reflects He-Ne
light and transmitsinfrared. Proper adjustmentof the collimators,dichroic
filter, and large 45 degree mirror results in a pair of beams that are super-
imposedboth at the exit of the dichroic filter and at the holographicdif-
fuser. A video camera is very useful for checking the alignmentof the two
lasers. The diode laser beam is invisibleto the eye, but shows clearly on
the monitor of a solid state or vidiconcamera unit.
The combinedbeams are internallyreflectedat a prism below the motor mount.
The holographic diffuser should be removed for initial alignment, as the
beams shouldbe centered in the rectangularaperture on the lower face of the
prism. After reflectionfrom the prism, the beams illuminatea row of lenses
on the lens drum.
Adjustment of the beams at the lens drum should be done with the folding
mirror near the holographicdiffuser rather than by sliding the motor in its
mount or by sliding the lens drum on the motor shaft. The position of the
lens drum determines the location of all return beams relative to the
detector aperture, so it should not be changed unless absolutely necessary.
If the drum must be removed (such as for motor replacement),measure and
record the lens drum to motor mount separation and the motor shaft end
position relative to the drum. Reassembleto these measurements,then slide
the motor very slightly to peak up the model reflector signal. Check to
insure there is no vignetting as the reflector is moved throughout the exit
beam.
There are five detector/preamp boxes in the upper unit. These are for
visible and infrared signal beams from the model, reference retroreflector
visible and infraredbeams, and for generatingan electricalreferencephase.
The retroreflector returns (model and reference) impinge on dichroic
splitters that reflect the He-Ne light into the detectors below the He-Ne
laser while transmittingthe infrareddiode laser beams. Small mirrors above
the dichroics reflect the infrared beams into the detectors. Interference
filters with 3 nm bandwidths are locatedbehind the aperture plates on the
He-Ne detector boxes. The infrared detectors have RG 715 Schott glass
filters. The reference detector has a rectangular mask at the entrance
aperture that matches the lens spacing on the lens drum. There is no
spectralfilter in the referencedetectorbox.
All detectorboxes have a metal mask at their entrance aperture. The mask is
locatedat the focal plane of the large collimatinglens in the lower optical
unit. Inside each box is a fast aspheric lens that images the collimating
lens aperture onto the detector. This prevents vignetting of the marginal
rays.
Lower Optical Unit
Figure 2 shows the lower optical unit. The input beams enter through a 76 mm
pressure window at the top and propagate down to the 128 mm diameter F/5
collimating lens. The collimated He-Ne and diode laser beams are directed
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Figure 2: Lower Optical Unit
onto the model retroreflectorwith the two folding mirrors. The oscillating
mirror is driven on demand through about 0.5 degrees by use of a motor and
cam arrangement. This feature is used for removing the effect of dual
wavelengthphase nonlinearityduring coarse angle reacquisition.
Both folding mirrors are gold coated for high reflectionproperties at both
He-Ne and diode laser wavelengths. The gold coating is soft, so care must be
exercised when cleaning. The recommendedcleaning technique is the same as
for laser cavity mirrors, i.e., place a lens tissue on the mirror, drip on a
small amount of residue free solvent (acetone or alcohol), then drag the
tissue off the edge of the mirror, using surface tension to hold the tissue
onto the mirror. Cleaning is not required often, as the system was designed
to operatereliablywith quite a lot of visibledust and dirt on the mirrors.
The exit beam direction is controlled by the linear actuator and pointing
mirror. The maximum angular change is approximately200. The direction of
the outgoing beam is measured with the reference retroreflector. The
reference retroreflectoruses a 60 deviation prism to refract the reflected
infrared and visible beams back through the collimating lens, through the
center pressure window, and onto the reference reflector detectors. The
reference hologram disc has an etched diagonal strip (on the glass surface)
to preventretroreflectioninto the signaldetectors.
The small3 mm squaremirrorpositionedbelowthe collimatinglensprovides
an opticalsignalfor generatingan electricalreferencewith constantphase
relativeto the lens drum. The mirroris adjustedin two axes via a push-
pull screw arrangementand rotation around the attachmentscrew. The
reflected beam passes through the third pressure window and reflects off of a
small 45o mirror into the reference detector aperture.
Model Retroreflector Assembly
Figure 3 shows the retroreflector assembly designed for the Pathfinder I
model. The window is a cylindrical lens designed for zero power (input and
exit beams are collimated). Both the window and the hologram are cemented in
place with Crest adhesive.
The hologram and cube-corner reflector are mounted on a wedge below the
window. The wedge positions the reflector normal to the input beam when the
model is horizontal. The wedge will not be required for models where the
retroreflector is directly below the tunnel window.
Hologram installation and alignment is straightforward. An annular mask of
vinyl tape with outer dimension that clears the mount is centered on the
clean glass surface of the hologram disc. The center hole of the mask is one
or two millimeters. A thin fillet of Crest is applied to the inside faying
surfaces of the mount, then the hologram is pressed in place with a short
length of 6 mm ID vinyl tubing. The tubing is also used to rotate the
hologram and hold it in place while the adhesive sets. A low power He-Ne
laser beam projected through the annulus generates higher order beams that
indicate the clocking of the hologram. The hologram is rotated until the
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Window installationand alignment can be a difficult problem, so detailed
instructionsare listed below. The materials required are aluminum tape,
black vinyl electrical tape, Crest adhesive,finger cots, cotton swabs and a
small vacuum pump with a bell jar. Wear the finger cots to prevent
contaminationof the window surfaces. Clean all parts before assembly.
1) Cut a 12.5 mm diameterdisc of electricaltape and apply to center of
concave side of cylindricalwindow.
2) Set window on lower part of window mount (Part B). Rotate window to
align with cylindricalsurfaceof B.
3) Set Part A on Part B.
4) Rotate A to align cylindricalsurface with upper surface of window.
Overhead fluorescentlights work well for this alignment. Orient A
so the fore/aft line is alignedwith the long axis of the lamps,then
raise A slightly and rotate B until the lamp reflection in the window
is alignedwith the fore/aft line.
5) Center the window in A then put a clean strip of vinyl electrical
_- tape along the fore/aftof A and across the window.
6) Check the alignment of the cylindrical axis of W and A by observing
refected light on the upper surface of the tape. Note that the
shadowson the tape also allow easy determinationof elevationof the
window relativeto the upper surfaceof A.
7) Insert paper shims to center the window in the hole in A. Unstick
and pull the vinyl tape as requiredto move the window.
8) When the window is centered and aligned,place A on B and cover with
a strip of aluminum tape. Turn over and roll on a flat surface,
pushing gently on B, to bring the window surface into alignmentwith
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mount A. Very small elevation errors can be detected by observing
the aluminumtape surface.
9) Check the gap between the beveled window surface and the conical
recess in A. Readjust and repeat 6) as required to center the
window.
10) Mix a small batch of Crest adhesive.
11) Turn A upside down and pour 1 to 2 cc of Crest on the A/W gap.
12) Evacuate until adhesive bubbles up, repeat several times to fill the
gap with Crest.
13) Remove the vacuum chamber and clean up excess Crest with cotton
swabs.
14) Allow sufficienttime for Crest to completelyharden.
15) Gently remove tape, being careful to avoid high stress on the bond
line. Remove with a peeling action,pullingparallel to the surface.
16) Measure the gap between the upper surface of A and the lower window
surfaceby applying a known thickness(X) of vinyl tape to the mating
surface, then measuring the edge gap (Y) between A and B. SubtractY
from X to determine the gap. Cut a teflon gasket of thickness X-Y.
If X-Y is negative,put a gasket on B, then shim the edges of A and B
as required.
16) (Alternate) Make a gasket of Crest between the window and B as
follows: Protectthe center with a vinyl tape disc with a tab, then
apply a bead of Crest around the disc. Assemble A and B. Clean up
the unused adhesive on the tape with cotton swabs. Remove the tape




The upper optical unit is designed to be held at ambient pressure. The
housing and optical windows must withstand the pressure differentialbetween
ambient and plenum pressure. Stress calculationsare below.





where Smax = maximumstress
D = supportdiameter
P = pressure
K = constantdependingon support
According to reference 2, a value of K = 9/8 is suitable for an unclamped
optical window. Assuming a safety factor of 4, the thickness to diameter
ratio for an unclampedwindow is
P ½
t/D = 1.06 (--_a)
where t = thickness
Fa = apparentelastic limit
If P = 1.1 MPa and Fa = 69 MPa (for fused silica),
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t/d - 1.06 V 1-_ = .126
so the mintmum thickness for the 50.8 mmwindow is 6.4 mm, and the minimum
thickness for the 76.2 mmwindow is 9.6 mm. The windows used in the upper
optical unit are 12.7 mmand 19.05 mmthick, approximately twice the required
thickness.
The maximum stress and deflectionoccurs on the top plate of upper optical
enclosure. The material is 6061-T6 aluminum,with elasticmodules of 6Bgo
MPa and tenile strength of 310 MPa. Reference3 gives equationsfor maximum
stress and deflectionfor a clampedflat platewith uniformloading.
Max. stress= _ 7623 (b/a)6 + i
Max. deflection= .0284wb4 [ 1 ]3 1.os6(bla5+7 .J





The top plate is stiffenedwith a 25.4 mm x 50.8 mm aluminumbeam welded to
the underside of the plate. As a conservativecase, we neglect the
stiffener, then if the pressure differential is 1.1 MPa, the maximum
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deflection is .31 mm and the maximum stress is 92 MPa. This is less than 1/3
the yield stress. The actual stress and deflectionwill be much lower due to
the stiffener.
HydrostaticTest Results
On December 16, 1981 a hydrostatictest was performed on the upper unit of
the opticalassembly. All holes on the upper unit were plugged. Hydrostatic
pressure of 150 PSI gauge was applied to the inside of the upper unit and
maintainedfor 15 minutes. No observabledeflectionwas detected in the top,
bottom or flanges and no leaks detected on the O-ring seals. This test
representsa worst case test of the upper unit where all welds are tested in
tension. In tunnel operation the upper unit is subjected to compression
forces from the outside which are less severe than the internal forces from
the hydrostatictest.
Angular CorrectionsDue to Tunnel Effects
There are four regions where variation in the index of refraction due to
tunnel operatingconditionscan alter the beam angle.
1. Interior of lower optical unit - The temperature is controlled when
the tunnel is cold but the pressure varies with the plenum pressure,
so the refractivityis a variable. Both pressure and temperatureare
variables when the tunnel is hot, as there is no mechanism for
cooling the lower optical unit except by conduction to the upper
unit. (The upper unit is cooledwith room temperaturenitrogengas).
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2. Space between lower optical unit window and tunnel window - The
temperature will be closed to the tunnel wall temperature. The
pressure varieswith plenum pressure.
3. Test section - The density field, acquired by measurement or
modelling,should includethe boundarylayer on the tunnel wall.
4. Insidethe model - Refractionat the insideof the model window and
at the reflectorassemblydepend on the pressureand temperatureof
the gas in the model.
The index of refractionof the windows also changeswith temperature,but
this does not result in an angularerror since the windowsare planar and
at uniformtemperature.
The relationbetweenindex of refractionand densityis
n 1 + (ns-1)p_ss (1)
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where
n : index of refraction
ns = index at standardconditions
p = density
Ps = densityat standardconditions
The AIP Handbook lists the refractivity of nitrogen gas at several
wavelengths,as shown in the Table 1.
Table1 - Refractivityof nitrogengasat standardconditions
x(nm) 486.1 546.1 656.3
(n-l)x lO00 .3012 _998 .2982
(O°C, 760 mm)
Interpolating and extrapolating with a best-fit line, n = 1.0002985 for
632.8 nmand n = 1.0002951 for 832 nmwavelength.
Snell's Law can be used to calculate the angular correctionat each
window due to gas densitydifferences. The equationsare listedbelow.
ni
Lower unit window e12 = i2-iI = (_2 sin il) - iI (2)
where e12 = angularcorrection
il = angle of incidencein region 1
i2 = angle of incidencein region 2
nI = index of refractionin lower unit




#23 " (n_b sin 12) " IZ (3)
where n3b = index of refractionin boundarylayernext
to the window
- (n3-_-msin (4)
Model window 134 n4 i3m)- i3m
where n3m = indexof refractionin boundarylayer
above modelwindow
i3m = angle of incidenceof beam enteringwindow
n4 = index of refractionof nitrogengas inside
model
The correctionfor flow in the test sectionis more complicated. The density
in the boudary layer will probably be differentthan the free-streamdesity,
and the density may not be constant in the flow direction. The curvatureof
a ray propagatingin a three-dimensionaldensityfield is
IT"! sinmnIgrad nl (5)
where R is the radius of curvature,grad n is the vector gradient of the
denistyfield and is the angle betweengrad n and the ray. The ray curves
in the direction of increasingdensity. Since curvature is the change in
direction of the tangent to a curve per unit distancealong the curve, the
total angulardirectionof a ray is
model
#3 = f sinenIgradn I ds (6)
window
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A sample calculation will illustrate the magnitude of the various
correctionelements. Considerthe window on the optical unit. Assume the
temperature inside the unit is 294°K while the temperaturein the space
below the window is lO0°K. Assume 8 atmospherespressure. If the angle of
incidenceof the beam on the window is 130 (as expected for Pathfinderi),
then 012 = -.057 degrees for the helium-neonbeam and 012 = 0.056 degrees
for the galliumarsenide lasr beam. The differencefor the two wavelengths
is insignificant,but the .057 degree correction is important. Since the
correction is only six times the resolutionrequirement,extreme accuracy
in theestimationof the pressuresand temperaturesis not important. The
density ratio in this example is approximatelythree. This is much greater
than will be expected at either the tunnel window or the model window.
19
Ill. ELECTRONICS
Figures4 and 5 are block diagrams of the electroniccircuitryused in making
phase measurementsbetween four optical signals and an optically derived
referencephase. Five alternatingelectricalvoltages are generatedby five
photodetectorsin the optical assembly. Two signals are derived from the
model reflector and two from the referencereflector. As described in more
detail elsewhere, the returns from both the model reflector and reference
reflector consists of a visible and infrared light beam. The nominal
frequency of the electronic reference is 2700 Hz with minimal amplitude and
phase modulation resultingfrom imperfectionsof the rotating lens drum. The
returns from the respective corner reflectors are also a nominal 2700 Hz
modulated in phase depending on the angle of incidenceof the beams at the
model and referencereflectors. These signals too have minimal amplitudeand
phase modulation resulting from imperfectionsof the optical source. Phase
measurementsare made between each signal and the electronic reference. The
phase change vs angle change is about one percent between the two detected
signalsfor either reflector. It is this differencethat enables an absolute
angle measurementto be made after the system is calibrated.
The phase measurementmethod for the four signalsrelative to the electronic
reference are identical. One channel, the model visible, will be described
with the differencebetweenthe otherspointed out.
Referringto figures4 and 5 the light signal, in this case the visible light
from the He-Ne laser is detected by a silicon photodetectorfollowed by an
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Figure 4: General Block Diagram of Electronics, 1of 3
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Figure 5: General Block Diagram of Electronics, 2 of 3
in a TO-5 package. The output from the detector amplifier is further
amplifiedand band limitedby an active bandpass filter and line driver. The
output of the driver amplifier is transformer coupled. Interconnecting
cables using twistedpair shielded wire connects the output of the detector
box in the optical assembly to the processor drawer. The input at the
processor is also transformercoupled. Transformers and twisted shielded
pairs were used to minimize pick-up and eliminate ground loops. Signal
magnitudewas also intentionallykept at a low level up throughthe processor
to minimize pick-up. The bandwidth up through the Phase Lock Loop (PLL),
filter was intentionallymade broad to minimize the effects of phase shifts
associatedwith narrow bandwidths.
At the processorthe signal is applied to a bandpass amplifierfollowedby an
automatic gain control (AGC), circuit. The automatic gain control circuit
has a useable dynamic range of 50 db. AGC starts for an input of 25 milli-
volts peak-to-peakmaintaining the output at 1.4 volts peak-to-peak. The
circuit has an attack time of 1 to 2 millisecondsand a decay time of 0.4
sec. AGC is necessaryto maintain a relativelyconstant input to the limiter
stage before the PLL.
Only the model visible channel has a signal present detector which consists
of a full wave envelope detector and schmitt trigger with adjustable
threshold. The attack and decay time is determinedby the time constant of
the envelopedetector. An operationallimiteramplifierfollows the AGC cir-
cuit to limit the instantaneousamplitudeof the signal before applicationto
the PLL circuit.
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The PLL is used as a filter and equivalentzero crossing detector. In other
words, the nominal2700 Hz sinusoidal input is convertedto a digital output
before applicationto the start/stopcounter phase detector. Note that all
channels so far, except for the signal present circuit for the model, are
identical. This includesthe electronicreferencechannel. The signal at A
throughE of figures4 and 5 are now digital signalswith nominal frequencies
of 2700 Hz.
The basic principle of a start/stop phase detector is as follows. The
electricalphase differencebetween two sinusoidalwaveforms is determined by
measuring the time between zero crossing of the two waveforms for a given
slope. To measure the time a counter counting at a clock rate as determined
by the resolution required by the phase measurement is gated. A typical
counter sequencewould be as follows. The counter output is reset to zero.
The selected zero crossing and slope of the reference waveform enables the
clock input to the counter and the same slope and zero crossing of the other
waveform, the signal, disables the clock input to the counter. Since the
clock rate and the period of the reference is known the counter output is a
measure of the phase between the two waveforms. The ratio of the counter
output to the number of counts for one complete cycle of phase difference is
a fractionalmeasureof the phase difference.
The nominal frequency of the electronic reference is 2700 Hz. The
requirementfor absolute angle measurementdictated a clock rate of 2.7 MHz,
one thousand times the frequencyof the electronicreference. Two cycles of
the electronic reference were used to make a phase measurement. The time
•during the second half of the second cycle is used to read the contents of
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the counter and reset the counter for the next measurement cycle. All the
timing is derived from the electronic reference and all four phase measure-
ments correspondto a given two cycles of reference. The absoluteangles for
the model and reference reflectors are derived from the outputs of the
start/stop fractional fringe counters. Because the fringe angles per cycle
of phase are differentfor the visible and model by approximatelyone per-
cent, a unique relationshipexists between the two counters as a function of
model angle. The same is true for the referencechannel. From this unique
relationship the system can be calibrated as an absolute angle measuring
device.
Note that all outputs from the fractional fringe counters are accurate
fractional fringe measurementswhich repeat for each fringe angle change of
model or reference angle. A relative angle measurement is made by
bidirectionallycounting the whole fringe cycles. The fringe countercircuit
also consists of a fractional fringe counter using a binary-code-decimal
counter. Each fractional fringe count measurement is compared to the
previous measurement to determine if whole fringe boundaries have been
crossed. The decision logic comparesthe present measurementto the previous
measurement in the following manner. If the previous counter output is
between 700 and 999 and the preset counter output is between 000 and 399 the
fringe counter is incrementedby one. If the previous counter output is
between 000 and 399, and the present counter output is between 700 and 999,
the fringe counter is decrementedby one. Exact angle measurementrequires
that the fringe counter be reset at some known model reference angle
initially. The absolute angle measurementdoes not require initializationat
an exact model or reference angle. (Initiallythe system was intended as a
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full time absolute angle measurement system, but data transfer and
computation time of the outboard computer limited its usefullness to low
angle rates). Because the fractionalfringe count is always absoluteand the
fringe count method has very high noise immunity due to the large decision
window, the absolute measurement is used to update the fringe counter when
necessary. The fringe counter output plus fractionalfringe counter output,
with appropriateconversionfactors, is the relative angle measurement. The
above descriptionof the fringe counter also applies to the reference fringe
counter.
The microcomputer controls the activity of the GPIB interface, directs
control functions from the outboard computer to the function to be
controlled, and addresses the storage registers for sequential transfer of
the data through the GPIB. The shift registersare updated every two cycles
of the electronicreference. During the last half of the secondcycle a data
valid flag is sent to the microcomputer. During this time the microcomputer
can request a data transfer if it has received a data request from the
outboardcomputer. Data transfer is initiatedand the rate of data transfer
is determinedby the outboard computer. Data in the storageregisters is not
updateduntil transferof the completedata set is completed.
The Bus Transceiversprovidethe interfaceto the standardHPIB bus to the
outboardcomputer.
Figure 6 is a general block diagram of the electronics in the optical
assembly and the external interface. The photodetectorshave already been
described. The electronicreferencecircuitrydiffers from the other four in
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Figure 6: General Block Diagram ofElectronics, 3 of3·
bandwidth, and the output also drives the light emitting diodes, LED's,
driver and control circuitry. Each signal detector housing has an LED, the
light from which can be seen by the respectivephotodetector. The outboard
computer can turn the LED's on and off. The signal from the electronic
reference is used to modulate the LED's light output. The purpose of this
circuit is to simulate a controlled modulated light source from which drift
in the electronicscan be corrected out. During the calibrationprocess, a
phase measurement is made with the LED's. At subsequent times measurements
are again made and any differences are corrected out in the angle
computations.
A laser diode is used as a light source in the system. The laser diode is
driven from a circuit which maintains the output light level at a constant
level. A Photodiode in the same package as the laser diode is used as a
feedbackelement to maintain the output light power current. Such a circuit
is necessary because the lifetime of the laser diode is very sensitive to
output light power. The output light wavelengthof the laser diode is also
strongly dependenton temperature(.25 nm/OC). To control the temperatureof
the laser diode, it is mounted on a thermal sink to which a thermoelectric
heater/cooler is attached. The thermoelectric heater/cooler drive
electronics is located in the temperaturecontroller drawer. A thermistor
feedback element is mounted on the heat sink to sense the temperatureof the
laser diode.
Tape-on film heater elements are mounted within the upper and lower sections
of the optical assembly for ambient temperature control. A separate
controller is used for each section with temperaturesensing accomplishedin
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each section by RTD's. The temperaturesare adjustedat the respective
controllers.
All of the beam pointer actuatordriver and controlelectronicsis in the
controller Drawer. The actuator can be controlledmanuallyor by the
outboard computer. Limit switchesare used to ensurethat motor turn off
occursat the extremeends of travel. The scanmirrorconsistsof a single
phase a. c. motor drivinga cam. The scanningmirroris controlledby the
outboardcomputer.
Output data sequence
Data: Binary consisting of two bytes/word and 8 bits/byte. The sequence
of 12 bytes is referred to as a data block. The data sequence/byte
is as follows:
I. MSByte of relative integral fringe counts for model visible, OOH or
01H; OOH=signal present for data block, 01H=signal not present for
data block.
2. LSByte of relative integral fringe counts for model visible;
relative integral fringe counts resetable to 78H (120d).
3. MSByte of relative integral fringe counts for reference visible,
OOH.
4. LSByte of relative integral fringe counts for reference visible;
MSBit=signal present Lost, resetable to 0 from computer only during
signal present; 7 LSBits are the relative integral fringe counts
resetable to 14H (20d).
5. MSByte of fractional fringe counts for model visible, 4 MSBits =
OH.
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6. LSByteof fractionalfringecounts for model visible.
7. MSByte of fractionalfringecounts for model l.r., 4 MSBIts=OH.
8. LSByteof fractionalfringecounts for n_dell.r.
g. MSByte of fractional fringe counts for reference visible, 4
MSBits=O_.
I0. LSByteof fractionalfringecounts for referencevisible.
II. MSByte of fractionalfringecounts for referencei.r., 4 MSBits-OH.
12. LSByteof fractionalfringecounts for referencei.r.
Phase-Lock-LoopAdjustmentProcedure
To adjust the phase the phase-lock-loops(PLL),displaythe outputof the
respectiveJ-N, N = Number, BNC connectorand squarewave at the point on the
card as defined below on a two beam scope. Trigger the scope from the
square wave and adjust the variable resistoras specifiedbelow for a well
defined phase lock. Remove the input signal and make sure that the PLL
locks up again when signal is reapplied. Readjustas necessaryto assurea
solid lock and reacquisition.
J-lO I. R. Reference-Card#4
Adjust R-9
Monitorsquarewave at 28 12.
J-11 VisibleReference-Card#4
Adjust R-5
Monitor squarewave at _ 12
J-g I. R.Signal-Card#3
Adjust R-5










I. Reset of model relativeintegralfringecounter:Reset=CHR$(02);
Enable=CHR$(O0).Reset value = 78H (120d).
2. Reset of referencerelativeintegralfringecounter:Reset=CHR$(03);
Enable=CHR$(O0).Reset value =14H(20d).
3. Reset of analog:Reset=CHR$(04);Enable=CHR$(O0).
4. Reset of 1, 2, & 3: Reset=CHR$(05);Enable--OHR$(O0).
5. Reset of signal presentlatch:Reset=CHR$(06);Enable=CHR$(O0).
6. Actuatorforward:Forward=CHR$(07);Stop=CHR$(O0).Actuatormoves in.
7. Actuatoraft: Aft=CHR$(08);Stop=CHR$(O0).Actuatormoves out.
8. Drift correction, LED's on and Laser-diode off: On=CHR$(09);
Off=CHR$(O0).
9. Mirror scan: Enable=CHR$(lO);Disable=CHR$(O0).




Output @ HPIB using "#,K';CHR$(X),CHR$(O0),...., CHR$(42)
InterfaceClear, IFC
Write IO 7, 23; 143
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Figure 12: Limiter and PLL, Card 3 and 4
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Figure 14: Reference I.R. Phase Detector, Card 5
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Figure 16: Reference Fringe Counter, Card 5
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Figure 17: Model Visible Phase Detector, Card 6
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Figure 21: Timing Generator, 2 of2, Card 7
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Figure 23: Microcomputer and GPIB, Card 8
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Figure 34: Card Chassis Wiring, 4 of6
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Figure 35: Card Chassis Wiring, 5 of6 .
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Figure 40: Interface Wiring of Optical Assembly
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Figure 45: Wiring Diagram ofJ-2 at Optical Assembly
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Figure 48: Heaters, Lower Unit
Figure 49: Heaters, Upper Unit Lid
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Figure 50: Controller Chassis Wiring, 1of2
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Figure 51: Controller Chassis Wiring, 2 of2




































Figure 52: D.C. Power Supply Wiring, Controller Drawer
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Figure 53: Block Diagram of Interconnecting Cables
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Figure 54: Wiring Diagram for Cable With Connectors LabelledJ.,
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Figure 55: Wiring Diagram for Cable With Connectors J·2
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Figure 57: Wiring Diagram for Cable With Connectors J-4
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1_m equatlous for the doppler freqt_.n_y shift correction.
Their frequencies f + f_ differ from tha clock frequency fo because of the
£_ _ is the same for both channels. There are threedoppler frequency
phase sh!fts: walk because the Slguals a_e shifr_d fr_ the center frequency
o£ the band passfilter.Aa whichts the phaseshiftdue to thedirection
angle of the retrorefle_tor end B which is due to siEnal delays through the
system.
A counter clock runs ar a rate of I000 counts per reference clock period.
At- 11000 f
0






_th M any £nterge_.
The visible and infrared siguals have zero-_osaing-going-poo:tt:Lve _Smm of
w£th N.any in_egero
The counns -----urea by the start-stop comber fo_ the visible a_ Iufta_ea
forM- N- 0 a_e
to 1000 fo(wdEV + _V_ "I"_)
_ - - loo0f t --
vo _ o o "o + Wd
1oo0fo(Wa_.+ Aia+ l_z) -
%:o'- % *"a -
The __s are take1 every t_ee cy_e_s of tlm reference clock. The
counts mmasuxe_ by the start-stop counter for tb_ v£stble checnel for
M-N- 3 are
- 2,,_-(,,d_V+%a+ _,) 2,,_)
"" %+"d %
Su_tz_cr_L_gives
2,,_(,,° -__.___CVI - C_ " I000 fo + wd w° w° -0-wd
which can be used to solve for the doppler frequency shift. Using the
_fra_ed channel woul_ give the same result.
C_I - CVO "d "o
+I-I
3000 Wo+- d we+ vd
so tb_
c%- h),,d-,-(_v-_)_'+_v"%"
2,,(%+ ,,d) (cn - C_n)2,3
(cn " %z) xo_% %z %o+ sooo
154
and the doppler _requency shl_t is correcte_ fo_. _n a sy_etrieal
_presa_on is used _r_h Cv, N + I sad Cv, _-I there _s a chofce of usia_




-Cv_s + I-..,Cv,. _-I + 3ooo2
(c_ - %,) 2, 3 (%,, +..l- %,, - I + 30o0)
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CylinderLens #23-7503 1 Ealing Corp.
300 mm focal length
60 mm long, 50 mm wide
Filter #26-4457 1 Ealing Corp.
RG-715 glass
Mirror #41,802, Gold coat, 1 Edmond Scientific
127x178mm
Mirror #71,709,Gold coat, 1 Edmond Scientific
203x254mm
5-inch Lens, 24.75-inchFL 1 A. Jaegers
#3E1475,coated
Right angle prism #39E2023 2 A. Jaegers
silvered& coated,
17x12x12mm
Fused silicawindow 1 Esco Products Inc.
opticalgrade 4000




at 7000 Angstroms,both sides
Fused silicawindow 1 Esco Products Inc.
same as above but
3-inch diameter& 3/4 inch
thick








Cube corner reflector 6 Rocky Mountain
diameter= 0.245 +0, -O04-inch Instr. Co.
height = 0.174, +0, -O.O04-into
sharpeedge, max. bevel a11owed=
O.010-inch,X/4 surfaceflatness
30 arc secondor less beam
deviationapex concentricto
diameter to within O.010-inch,
make from Schott SF56
Grade A, precisionannealed
opticalglass
Interferencefilter FWHM=3OX+3nm 2 Dell Optics
width = 1¼ inch, height = 3/8 inch,
thicknessless than or equal to
inch, clear aperture= lx_ inch,
blockingfrom 0.3 to 1.1 microns,
centerwavelength= 633 nm
Lens, #33B 3006, plano-convexlens, 90 A. Jaegers




1. Marks,LionelS., MechanicalEngineersHandbook,pp. 477-480(McGraw-
HillBookCo.,New York,1941).k "
2. Smakula,A. et. al HarshawOpticalCrystals,p.16 (HarshawOptical
Company,1967).
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